ENVIRONMENTAL CHEMICAL STATEMENT AND GROWER’S AFFADAVIT

THE FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION’S “FISH AND FISHERIES PRODUCT HAZARDS AND CONTROLS GUIDE” LIST CHEMICALS AND DRUG RESIDUES AS POTENTIAL HAZARDS ASSOCIATED WITH AQUACULTURE PRODUCTS.

A) This is to attest that, to my knowledge, agricultural and industrial practices immediately surrounding the growing and production area – including the use of industrial chemicals, pesticides, or herbicides in the watershed (drainage ways/runoff areas) of the growing waters- are not reasonability likely to cause contamination of aquaculture product above the established tolerance/action levels. This is to further certify that this firm only utilizes approved drugs in the raising of aquaculture species to treat or prevent disease, to control parasites, or to affect reproduction and follows all required withdrawal time and label restrictions.

B) This is to attest that all products were harvested from permitted waters as listed on the growers Propagation Permit.

___________________________________  __________________________
Grower Signature:                        Date:

___________________________________  __________________________
Facility Manager Signature               Date